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There’s something fun and different about the new Angled U-Turn Collection of contemporary knobs and 

pulls from Atlas Homewares. Leave it to this fashion-forward company to re-imagine geometric design from 

a new perspective and turn it into an exciting line-up of inspired hardware.

With strong lines and a clean silhouette, the Angled U-Turn Collection has a modern flair that is bold and  

daring. Atlas designers threw in a touch of the unexpected with a slight downward curve that adds a whole 

new dimension of singular style. The “angle” element is both visually appealing and inherently practical  

making it easy to grasp and open doors and drawers. The hardware is slightly oversized, which adds to its over-

all impact and makes the Angled U-Turn a smart choice for urban environments where being on-trend is key.

The ngled U-Turn Collection is available in four distinctive finishes – Brushed Nickel, Polished Chrome, 

Polished Nickel and French Gold. The knob measures just under an inch, while the pulls come in a range 

of sizes from 3 inches to 11 5⁄16 inches. Retail prices range from $6.95 to $20.90.

For more information about the Angled Drop Collection, visit www.atlastothetrade.com

Atlas Homewares has enhanced home décor with 

decorative hardware that is both inspiring and 

style driven. Drawing inspiration from everything 

from nature to global travel, the Atlas collection 

strikes a connection with those who have an eye 

for fashion. Atlas Homewares aspires to set the 

trend when it comes to decorative hardware. Each 

season brings a new collection ensuring a dynamic 

gallery from which to choose and longevity in an 

industry that demands a discerning eye.

A NEW ANGLE ON HARDWARE

Atlas Homewares brings on the drama with their new  
Angled U-Turn Knob and Pull Collection

for immediate release 1.27.16
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To see all the Atlas Homewares  
Collections visit: atlastothetrade.com


